Life cycle of a cyanobacterial carboxysome
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Carboxysomes, prototypical bacterial microcompartments (BMCs) found in cyanobacteria, are large (~1 GDa) and essential protein complexes that enhance CO₂ fixation. While carboxysome biogenesis has been elucidated, the activity dynamics, lifetime, and degradation of these structures have not been investigated, owing to the inability of tracking individual BMCs over time in vivo. We have developed a fluorescence-imaging platform to simultaneously measure carboxysome number, position, and activity over time in a growing cyanobacterial population, allowing individual carboxysomes to be clustered on the basis of activity and spatial dynamics. We have demonstrated both BMC degradation, characterized by abrupt activity loss followed by polar recruitment of the deactivated complex, and a subclass of ultras productive carboxysomes. Together, our results reveal the BMC life cycle after biogenesis and describe the first method for measuring activity of single BMCs in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial microcompartments (BMCs) are a widespread class of protein-based organelles found in at least 23 bacterial phyla (1, 2). Composed of a protein shell encapsulating an enzymatic interior, they increase catalytic efficiency of luminal enzymes while preventing the escape of toxic or volatile intermediates into the cytoplasm. The carboxysome, an essential BMC in cyanobacteria, encapsulates the enzymes ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO) and carbonic anhydrase (3, 4). The carboxysomes function in the CO₂ concentrating mechanism (CCM) by sequestering CO₂ in its interior, thereby maximizing RuBisCO’s carboxylation rate while minimizing its oxygenation side reaction (5, 6). The CCM of cyanobacteria is largely responsible for their efficient CO₂ fixation; cyanobacteria perform more than 35% of global CO₂ fixation, despite the fact that they comprise less than 0.2% of photosynthetic biomass (7). The efficient CCM has inspired recent efforts to incorporate carboxysomes into plants for increased crop yields (8, 9).

Previous studies of cyanobacterial carboxysomes revealed that the interior is formed first through a series of protein-protein interactions, followed by encapsulation through assembly of the protein shell (10–12). However, carboxysome functionality after biogenesis, including CO₂ fixation dynamics, lifetime, and turnover, has never been analyzed. To address this problem, a method for assessing carboxysome activity at the single protein complex level in vivo was developed. We used time-lapse fluorescence microscopy to track fluorescently labeled carboxysomes in single Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (hereafter PCC 7002) cells, chosen for their fast growth rate (13) and industrial relevance (14–16). Unlike bulk culture techniques, microscopy enables analysis of individual carboxysomes and has been used to describe carboxysome organization within the cell (17, 18). However, previous studies were unable to assess carboxysome activity and its relation to cell growth.

Here, individual carboxysomes were tracked over 63.5 hours as they were passed from mother to daughter cells until their eventual disappearance. As wild-type (WT) PCC 7002 cells generally contain four to six carboxysomes, a system for controlling carboxysome expression was developed to minimize the number of carboxysomes in each cell. This system allows for determination of carboxysome activity; in a cell with only one carboxysome, under ambient (~0.04%) CO₂ levels, all CO₂ fixation and cell growth can be attributed to the catalytic activity of a single carboxysome, making growth rate an indicator of carboxysome activity over time.

RESULTS

To create a strain with inducible and fluorescent carboxysomes, we first incorporated a green fluorescent protein (GFP)–labeled RuBisCO (named RbcL-GFP) into the PCC 7002 genome for carboxysome visualization. The ccm operon, which contains the majority of carboxysome-associated genes (fig. S1A), was then knocked out, resulting in the high CO₂ requiring (HCR) Δccm strain. The ccm operon was then reintroduced under an isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)–inducible promoter (16), creating the Δccm+ strain (Fig. 1A). Segregation of all strains was confirmed via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (fig. S1B). The Δccm+ strain is capable of growth (fig. SIC) and carboxysome expression (fig. S1D) in ambient CO₂ only in the presence of IPTG. Cells cultured in elevated (3%) CO₂ without IPTG followed by transfer to ambient CO₂ with IPTG exhibited growth only after a lag phase, allowing for initial carboxysome formation (movie S1). The Δccm+ strain exhibits controllable carboxysome expression and induced carboxysomes support growth characteristics identical to RbcL-GFP and WT cells (fig. SIC).

Once expected behavior of the Δccm+ strain was confirmed, Δccm+ cells were grown in air with 1 mM IPTG to initiate carboxysome expression. IPTG was then removed to prevent formation of new carboxysomes, and individual cells were imaged over time in ambient (~0.04%) or elevated CO₂ (3%). Family trees of representative cell lineages were created for each condition (Fig. 1, B and C). In both ambient and elevated CO₂, carboxysomes were passed from mother to daughter cell, resulting in a decrease in number of carboxysomes per cell from generation to generation. In ambient CO₂, daughter cells that did not receive a carboxysome immediately stopped growing (cells 5, 7, and 9 in Fig. 1B and movie S2), whereas daughter cells that did receive a carboxysome (cells 3, 4, 6, and 8 in Fig. 1B) continued to grow until disappearance of the carboxysome punctum (cell 8, Fig. 1B). In contrast, growth of Δccm+ in elevated CO₂ was not dependent on the presence of carboxysomes; all cells exhibited growth regardless of carboxysome number (Fig. 1C and movie S3). These results demonstrate...
**Fig. 1. Controlling carboxysome expression.** (A) Constitutively expressed RbcL-GFP allows for RuBisCO visualization. The native ccm operon (ccmK2K1LMN) was knocked out, producing the HCR strain Δccm. An IPTG-inducible version of the ccm operon was reintroduced to create the Δccm+ strain, resulting in IPTG-dependent carboxysome expression and growth rescue in ambient CO2. (B) Family tree of Δccm+ cells after IPTG removal in ambient CO2. A dying cell is indicated with a dashed white outline. Carboxysomes in this cell remain static and brightly fluorescent throughout the experiment, indicating that photobleaching has a negligible effect on GFP intensity within the time span of the experiment. (C) Family tree of Δccm+ cells after IPTG removal in elevated CO2. (D to F) Population-level characterization of growth of the Δccm+ strain upon IPTG removal in ambient CO2. (D) Average number of carboxysomes per cell decreases as cells divide, diluting preexisting carboxysomes among the growing population. (E) Growth rate is proportional to average number of carboxysomes within a cell. n = 191, 108, 207, 604, and 259 for 4+, 3, 2, 1, and 0 carboxysomes, respectively. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test was used for statistics (see Materials and Methods). ****P < 0.0001. (F) Growth rate versus generation number. Cells with 3+, 2, 1, and 0 carboxysomes are indicated in cyan, purple, red, and yellow, respectively. See fig. S3 (A to D) for colors plotted separately.

**Fig. 2. Population-wide classification and activity dynamics of individual carboxysomes.** (A) Diagram of a Δccm+ family tree. The single-carboxysome tree starts at the cell indicated with an asterisk. Net productivity is calculated for each frame of the single-carboxysome tree. Green, blue, and magenta colors indicate 2+, 1, or 0 carboxysomes, respectively, present at that time in the tree. This color scheme applies in (C) to (E). (B) Breakdown of 452 single-carboxysome trees into clusters. The growth cluster was further split into aging and nonaging. (C) Net productivity traces for single-carboxysome trees in the no-growth, growth, and degradation clusters. The arrow points to the frame in the degradation cluster trace that separates its growth and no-growth phases. (D) Growth rate and cell length for an ultraproducive, nonaging single-carboxysome tree (D), and an aging single-carboxysome tree (E). The cell lengths correspond only to the lineage containing the carboxysome. Linear (D) and exponential decay (E) fits for net productivity are in red. (F) Histogram of net productivity half-lives for all aging trees. Mean, 20.6 hours; SD, ±15.1 hours; median, 16.8 hours. (G) Net productivity rates for cells in the growth cluster, no-growth cluster, and the growth and no-growth phases of cells in the degradation cluster.
that growth in ambient CO₂ is dependent on the presence of at least one functional carboxysome in the cell.

Custom MATLAB scripts were used to count the number and position of GFP puncta per cell, measure single-cell growth rates based on change in cell length over time, and track individual carboxysome inheritance patterns across the population (see Materials and Methods and fig. S2, A and B). Upon IPTG removal in ambient CO₂, the number of carboxysomes per cell decreased rapidly within the growing Δccm⁺ population, reaching an average of one carboxysome per cell by 26.5 hours (Fig. 1D). Growth rates correlated with the average number of carboxysomes in each cell (Fig. 1E), indicating that in ambient CO₂, cell growth is directly proportional to carboxysome-associated CO₂ fixation.

The growth rate of the Δccm⁺ population gradually decreased from generation to generation, as carboxysomes were diluted across the population over time (Fig. 1F and fig. S3, A to D). As expected, all daughter cells that did not inherit a carboxysome, regardless of generation, immediately stopped growing. This sudden halt of growth indicates that alternative carbon sources, such as glycogen, are incapable of maintaining cell growth in the absence of carboxysomes.

In contrast to the Δccm⁺ strain, WT and RbcL-GFP control cells maintained a high and constant growth rate over multiple generations (fig. S3, E and F). When Δccm⁻ cells were grown in the presence of 1 mM IPTG, new carboxysomes were continuously produced, and multi-generational growth rates were identical to WT and RbcL-GFP cells (fig. S3G). When IPTG was removed from Δccm⁻ cells grown in elevated CO₂, the growth rate remained identical to the WT and RbcL-GFP controls, despite rapid dilution of carboxysomes in the population (fig. S3H).

To further support the link between carboxysome activity and cell growth, we analyzed changes in cell size from generation to generation. Cell size was previously shown to be a function of carbon uptake in *Escherichia coli* (19). Similarly, cell size in PCC 7002 is regulated in response to light levels (13). We hypothesized that cell size would gradually decrease with increasing generation number in the Δccm⁻ population, as loss of carboxysomes leads to a decreased ability to assimilate carbon. As hypothesized, length at birth gradually decreased with increasing generation number in the Δccm⁻ strain in ambient CO₂ upon IPTG removal (fig. S4, A to E), whereas lengths at birth for WT, RbcL-GFP, Δccm⁺ in the presence of 1 mM IPTG, and Δccm⁻ in elevated CO₂ remained constant over time (fig. S4, F to J).

We then analyzed the single-cell data at single-carboxysome resolution to uncover differences in individual carboxysome activity profiles across the entire multi-generational population. The initial frame in which a cell contained one carboxysome was identified; from that frame onward, that cell and all of its descendants were grouped into a single-carboxysome tree. Cell lengths for each frame in the single-carboxysome tree were summed to obtain the length accumulation over time associated with that tree’s carboxysome. Cell length provides a good proxy for biomass accumulation, as cell width remains constant in our experimental conditions. This measurement, denoted “net productivity,” indicates the activity of a single carboxysome over time, as all biomass accumulation and cell growth can be attributed to a single carboxysome (Fig. 2A).

The net productivity profiles of single-carboxysome trees were clustered into four categories: “too short,” “no growth,” “growth,” and “degradation” (Fig. 2, B and C). The too-short cluster consists of single-carboxysome trees where the carboxysome lasted less than

---

**Fig. 3. Loss of carboxysome-associated CO₂ fixation is the direct cause of growth arrest. (A)** Diagram of CO₂ rescue after IPTG removal. Cyan carboxysomes located in the cytoplasm are functional, whereas black carboxysomes located at a cell pole are nonfunctional. Red dotted lines indicate that a cell is not growing. The cluster of the single-carboxysome tree of each cell present during the CO₂ increase is indicated above the cell. The cell labeled Growth’ belongs to the growth cluster but did not inherit that single-carboxysome tree’s carboxysome. **(B to E)** Cell lengths over time for a lineage in the growth cluster that contains (B) or does not contain (C) that single-carboxysome tree’s carboxysome during the CO₂ increase. Cell lengths over time for a lineage in the degradation cluster (D) and the no-growth cluster during the CO₂ increase (E). Cell length traces in green, blue, and magenta indicate that 2+, 1, or 0 carboxysomes, respectively, are present at that time in the lineage. Vertical red lines indicate the time (42 hours) at which the CO₂ concentration was increased.
13 hours and were excluded in downstream analyses. The no-growth cluster contained nonfunctional carboxysomes that were unable to support cell growth, as seen by a constant net productivity of zero. The growth cluster contained carboxysomes that exhibited a positive net productivity rate throughout the experiment, whereas the degradation cluster was categorized on the basis of a positive net productivity rate decreasing to zero, resulting in sudden growth arrest (all clustered data in fig. S5).

There was a large degree of heterogeneity in net productivity within the growth cluster. Approximately 67% of carboxysomes within this cluster maintained a constant rate of increase in net productivity throughout the experiment and are therefore referred to as “nonaging” (Fig. 2B). One remarkable carboxysome reached a net productivity of 18 μm in less than 50 hours (Fig. 2D, top), single-handedly supporting seven generations of growth (Fig. 2D, bottom, and movie S5). The remaining third of single-carboxysome trees in the growth cluster, the

---

**Fig. 4. RuBisCO changes localization upon carboxysome inactivation.** (A) Kymogram (top) with corresponding trace of cell length over time (bottom); blue and magenta colors indicate 1 or 0 carboxysomes in the cell, respectively. Inset picture indicates slice of a cell shown for each time point in kymogram. Only the GFP channel (cyan) is shown. (B) Diagram (top) and examples (bottom) of carboxysomes localized to either the cytoplasm or a cell pole. Red, chlorophyll; cyan, GFP. (C) Localization of carboxysomes from different clusters (n = 12, growth cluster; n = 22, no growth cluster; n = 31, degradation cluster). (D) Cell length over time for a cell that starts with two carboxysomes (green) and ends with one (blue). Dashed lines indicate predicted growth had the carboxysome not degraded (steep dashed line) or if the cell only had one carboxysome to start with (shallow dashed line). (E) Model of carboxysome life cycle, including assembly of shell proteins at the pole-associated procarboxysome (1), followed by functional carboxysomes supporting many generations of cell growth (2), shell breakage/carboxysome inactivation (3), and recruitment of RuBisCO to a cell pole (4). The dashed arrow in step (3) indicates that multiple mechanisms of carboxysome inactivation could be involved, including shell breakage. The dashed arrow in step (4) indicates that RuBisCO is recruited to a pole (or developing pole at mid-cell) but may be distinct from the procarboxysome assembly intermediate.
“aging” trees, showed net productivity rates that decayed exponentially over time (Fig. 2E). Half-lives of net productivity rates for all 28 single-carboxysome trees in the aging cluster were calculated (Fig. 2F). While it is unclear why a third of single-carboxysome trees undergo this exponential decrease in activity, the half-lives are longer than the average WT doubling time (3.27 hours), indicating that even aging carboxysomes can contribute to cell growth for multiple generations.

In the degradation cluster, a sudden halt in the net productivity rate was observed, resulting in two distinct growth phases (Fig. 2C) denoted as the growth phase and the no-growth phase, as net productivity rates for each of these phases independently resemble that of the growth cluster and no-growth cluster, respectively (Fig. 2G).

To confirm that the sudden halt in cell growth observed in the degradation cluster is caused by loss of carboxysome functionality as opposed to a sudden cell death event, an identical IPTG-washout experiment was performed, but this time, the CO₂ concentration was increased from ambient (0.04%) to elevated (3%) 42 hours after IPTG washout (Fig. 3A and movie S4). Shortly after increasing the CO₂ concentration, growth of cells from the growth cluster to the cytoplasm (Fig. 3, B and C), degradation (Fig. 3D), and no-growth (Fig. 3E) clusters was restored to WT levels. The fact that cells with either no carboxysomes or a non-functional carboxysome were capable of further growth and division after the CO₂ concentration increase suggests that cells enter a recoverable, quiescent-like state upon carboxysome loss and implies causation between the sudden loss of carboxysome-associated CO₂ fixation and arrested cell growth.

Loss of carboxysome activity in the degradation cluster was generally followed by a change in localization of the GFP punctum from the cytoplasm to a pole of the cell before disappearing completely (Fig. 4, A and B), highly suggestive of a carboxysome shell breakage event. Shell breakage would result in the rapid diffusion of CO₂ into the cytoplasm and abolishment of the CCM, explaining the immediate arrest in cell growth. RuBisCO’s change in localization may also suggest that the carboxysome lumen is no longer distinct from the cytoplasm, as exposed RuBisCO is free to be recruited to a cell pole, where procarboxysomes (carboxysome precursors) are formed (10). RbcL-GFP puncta were found to change localization from the cytoplasm to a pole in 84% of cells in the degradation cluster (Fig. 4C). For comparison, a similar percentage of cells in the no-growth cluster contained RbcL-GFP puncta at a cell pole, while 100% of cells in the growth cluster contained carboxysomes localized to the cytoplasm (Fig. 4C).

While a subtle phenotype, it was possible to detect carboxysome degradation events in cells with two carboxysomes, as seen by a sudden decrease in growth rate followed by loss of one carboxysome (Fig. 4D). In this example, a functional CCM and expected growth rate is still maintained following carboxysome degradation, due to the presence of another functional carboxysome. This demonstrates that cells are able to distinguish between functional and nonfunctional carboxysomes and specifically target inactive carboxysomes for degradation while leaving functional carboxysomes intact.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study shows the continuation of the carboxysome life cycle after biogenesis and characterizes the population-level heterogeneity and activity dynamics of individual carboxysomes during CO₂ fixation. A small percentage (5%) of carboxysomes in the growth cluster are considered ultraproductive, capable of supporting over 10 μm (−0.2 μm/hour), or ~5+ generations, of cell growth on their own, and should inspire future efforts aimed at maximizing carbon fixation. Our results also reveal that inactive carboxysomes are degraded, ending their life cycle (Fig. 4E).

Our results suggest that shell breakage may be the dominant mechanism of carboxysome activity loss. In an attempt to more directly visualize potential shell breakage events, we created a modified version of the Δccm strain where the carboxysome shell protein CcmO is tagged with GFP instead of RuBisCO (Δccm_CcmO-GFP). Upon IPTG washout, carboxysomes labeled with CcmO-GFP behaved similar to the Rbcl-GFP-tagged carboxysomes (movie S6). Loss of CcmO-GFP fluorescence is evident and indicates that the shell is ultimately disassembled. However, without simultaneously visualizing the carboxysome shell and its interior over time, we were unable to show that shell breakage is directly responsible for carboxysome activity loss.

If shell breakage is the primary mechanism underlying loss of carboxysome activity, then engineering efforts aimed at increasing carboxysome-catalyzed carbon fixation should focus on improving in vivo stability of the carboxysome shell in addition to improving RuBisCO catalysis. A similar degradation mechanism may also apply to other related BMCs, such as the ethanolamine utilization and propanediol utilization microcompartments (20). More broadly, we show the first example of measuring the long-term activity and spatiotemporal dynamics of single BMCs in vivo. We believe that this technique is well suited to assess functionality and stability of diverse BMCs, including those that increase pathogenicity in the human gut (21).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strain cultivation**

PCC 7002 strains were cultivated in AL-41 L4 Environmental Chambers (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) at 37°C under constant illumination (~150 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) by cool white fluorescent lamps, under either ambient (air, 0.04%) or elevated (3%) CO₂ conditions. Cultures were grown in 25 ml of AL medium (22) in orbital shaking baffled flasks (125 ml) contained with foam stoppers (Jaece Ideplugs), or on pH 8.2 AL² media solidified with Bacto Agar (1%; w/v). For growth on plates in elevated CO₂, pH 11 AL² plates were used instead. Antibiotics were added for routine growth of strains (kanamycin, 100 μg/ml; gentamycin, 30 μg/ml; spectinomycin, 100 μg/ml). Induction of the lac-controlled ccm operon was performed with 1 mM IPTG.

**Plasmid and strain construction**

All plasmids and strains used in this work are described in tables S1 and S2. Plasmids were created through Gibson assembly of plasmid backbones (pUC19 or pALM179) and PCR-amplified inserts, generated using Phusion polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cyanobacterial strains were generated by transforming cells in exponential/early linear growth phase with 0.5 ng/ml to 2 μg/ml of plasmid DNA, containing the insert of interest flanked by 500–base pair homology arms for recombination into a specified genomic locus. After incubation at 30°C to 37°C in constant illumination (50 to 150 μmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹) for 24 hours, transformed cells were selected for with appropriate antibiotic either on plates in ambient CO₂ or in liquid A² in elevated CO₂, for non-HCR strains and HCR strains, respectively. From plates, individual colonies were patched onto new plates and tested for segregation. For liquid transformations, antibiotic concentration was slowly increased to up to 2× the standard concentration.
over the course of a couple days. The ∆ccm+ strain was first passaged 16× in ambient CO2 with 5 mM IPTG to ensure complete segregation and WT growth kinetics before experimentation. Upon segregation of the culture, cells were transferred to a pH 11 A” plate. Confirmation of segregation was confirmed by PCR, using primers specific for either the insert, or the WT genome (fig. S1B). Presence of the insert-specific PCR product and absence of the WT-specific PCR product was used as an indicator of full segregation. All primers are listed in table S3.

Spot plating
Indicated strains in fig. S1C were grown in six-well plates in ambient CO2 (WT, RbcL-GFP, ∆ccm+ with 1 mM IPTG) or elevated CO2 (∆ccm). Cells were diluted to 0.05 optical density at 730 nm (OD730 nm) and serially diluted three times. Seven microliters of each dilution was then spotted on 1% agar A+ plates (pH 8.2 in ambient CO2 and pH 11 in elevated CO2) and allowed to dry (5 to 10 min) before incubation at standard conditions noted above. When colonies appeared, spot plates were backlit on a Kaiser eVision light plate and imaged with a Nikon D7200 digital single-lens reflex camera.

Quantitative microscopy
Fluorescence images were taken using a customized Nikon TiE inverted wide-field microscope with a near-infrared–based Perfect Focus System. Temperature and CO2 concentrations were controlled with a Lexan environmental chamber outfitted with a ProCO2 P120 Carbon Dioxide Single Chamber Controller (BioSpherix, Parish, NY), and growth light was controlled via a transilluminating red light-emitting diode (LED) light source (Lida Light Engine, Lumenecor, Beaverton, OR). A high-speed light source with custom filter sets was used for imaging (Spectra X Light Engine, Lumenecor, Beaverton, OR), along with a hardware-triggered and synchronized shutter for control of imaging and growth light. NIS Elements AR software (version 5.11.00 64-bits) with Job's acquisition upgrade was used to control the microscope. Image acquisition was performed using an ORCA-Flash4.0 V2+ Digital sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu) with a Nikon CF160 Plan Apochromat Lambda 100× oil immersion objective (1.45 numerical aperture).

For long-term time-lapse microscopy, cells in exponential or early linear phase were diluted to 0.04 to 0.07 OD730 nm and 2 μl was spotted onto a 1% agar A” pad that was preincubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Cells were dried onto the pad and inverted onto a 35-mm glass bottom imaging dish (ibidi), which was then wrapped in parafilm to keep the pad from drying out. No antibiotics were included on the agarose pad, but 1 mM IPTG was added when indicated. Cells were acclimated to microscope growth conditions (37°C and 150 μmol photons m–2 s–1 640-nm light) for 30 min before acquisition of images. Images were taken every 30 min using a 470- and 640-nm LED light source (Spectra X), and emission wavelengths were collected using standard GFP and Cy5 filters (Nikon). Cells were constantly illuminated with red light except during fluorescent imaging.

Image processing and analysis
Cell segmentation
Cell segmentation was performed using MATLAB version R2017b. To segment (identify) individual cells, we also captured images in bright-field, with the focal plane offset by 2 μm. From initial testing, this offset produced the most reliable segmentation results. To remove uneven background shading, the bright-field offset image was first morphologically opened using a 30× pixel disk-shaped structuring element to obtain the background. This image was then subtracted from the original image. A Gaussian filter with an SD of 2 was then used to remove noise. Note that these images were only used for cell segmentation—reported data were measured from the original images.

Cells were then identified by applying an intensity threshold. To obtain this threshold, the intensity histogram of the background was fit to a Gaussian curve. The mean of the Gaussian plus 4 to 5.5 times its SD was then used as the threshold to create an initial mask. This initial mask often contained touching cells. To separate these cells, the watershed algorithm was used to create the final mask. Manual mask correction was then performed to correct for mistakes before data analysis.

Linking data to form tracks
After segmenting each frame, the data were linked to create tracks of time series data for each individual cell or object. A version of Jaqaman’s tracking algorithm (23) was used to link data from a single object between frames followed by computation of a cost matrix. Data for each object were then assigned between frames in a manner that minimized the total cost using the Jonker-Volgenant algorithm (24), thus linking cell tracks.

We defined a cost function as the inverse of the ratio of the number of intersecting pixels over the total number of pixels between objects in consecutive frames. The inverse was used as the Jonker-Volgenant algorithm minimizes total cost. If required, before calculating the cost matrix, image registration was performed to correct for drifts in x and y dimensions that sometimes occurred during time-lapse experiments. After registration, the cost matrix was created by calculating costs for each object in a given frame with each object in the next frame. As PCC 7002 cells are nonmotile, a maximum linking distance was specified to avoid linking objects over physically impossible distances. Objects between frames that were separated by a distance larger than this maximum linking distance were assigned a cost of infinity. After computing all costs and assignments, some objects were left unassigned (e.g., if they were too far apart from other unlinked cells). In these instances, we checked for cell division by calculating the overlapping cost function between the unassigned object with all objects from the previous frame. If the cost fell between a set value (1 and 8), then cell division occurred and two daughter tracks were created.

Counting carboxysomes
Puncta in the GFP channel, corresponding to labeled carboxysomes, were identified by computing the difference of Gaussians (25) with SDs of 1.16 and 1.64 pixels. To eliminate invalid spots, only puncta brighter than 1.5 times the background were kept.

After raw carboxysome counts were calculated for each frame of every cell track for the ∆ccm+ strain after IPTG removal in ambient CO2, counts were corrected to increase accuracy. Raw spot counts often fluctuated slightly due to carboxysomes drifting behind one another or drifting slightly out of focus. Carboxysome counts were corrected or smoothed based on the assumption that carboxysome counts cannot increase over time within a cell track due to an inability to create new carboxysomes and the following rules. If a cell is in the first generation, set the carboxysome count of every frame to the maximum raw carboxysome count for that cell trace. If the number of carboxysomes in the first frame of a daughter cell was larger than the carboxysome count in the final frame of its mother’s cell trace, then the carboxysome counts for the first two frames of the daughter
track were set to the carboxysome count of the final frame of the mother track. If the carboxysome count of a given frame is greater than the previous frame, it is set to the count of the previous frame to eliminate counting of spurious spots. If the carboxysome count of a given frame is less than the count of the previous frame and the carboxysome count of the next frame, then it is set to the carboxysome count of the previous frame to correct for spurious carboxysome disappearances. If the three frames after the current frame all have higher counts than the current frame, they are assumed to be real counts. In this case, all previous frames of the cell trace are set to the nearest integer of the average of the three frames, thus correcting the problem of a carboxysome artificially disappearing for more than one frame in a row. The reappearance of the carboxysome for three consecutive frames was considered an indication that the carboxysome was present throughout the trace, as three consecutive spurious carboxysome counts were extremely rare. Last, carboxysome counts were not allowed to decrease in the final frame of the cell trace.

Manually correcting spot counts for 82 cell traces, consisting of 3961 individual frames, showed that corrected spot counts were more accurate than raw spot counts. Raw spot counts agreed with the manually corrected spot counts 87.4% of the time, whereas the corrected spot counts agreed with the manually corrected spot counts 91.1% of the time. Many of the disagreements in the corrected spot counts come from the first 10 hours of the video, where it is most difficult to resolve 4+ carboxysomes in a single cell. As our analysis focuses mostly on cells with a single carboxysome, these inaccuracies have a minimal negative impact. The rest of the disagreements arise due to slight variations in determining the precise frame in which a carboxysome degradation event occurred, as GFP puncta gradually disappeared over time during carboxysome degradation events. Generally, the MATLAB script lost track of a carboxysome before the human eye lost track of it. As the precise timing of the complete disappearance of a GFP punctum was unimportant in our analysis, the functional accuracy of carboxysome count correcting was ~99%.

**Growth rate**

The growth rate of each cell track was calculated by fitting the natural log of the cell length over time to a linear polynomial (19)

\[ \ln(L(t)) = \alpha t + \ln(L_b) \]

where \( L(t) \) is the length of the cell at time \( t \), \( \alpha \) is the growth rate, and \( L_b \) is the length at birth. If a \( \Delta ccms \) cell contained a carboxysome degradation event that split its growth into a growth and no-growth phase, only the growth phase was used to calculate the growth rate. Note that exponential growth may not necessarily be the most accurate way to calculate growth rates of the \( \Delta ccms \) population after IPTG washout in ambient CO2, but this analysis was used in Fig. 1 (E and F) and fig. S3 (A to D) for direct comparison with growth rates of the WT population, which does grow exponentially.

**Single-carboxysome trees and net productivities**

Single-carboxysome trees were defined as a subtree in a \( \Delta ccms \) family tree that only contains one carboxysome. Net productivity of the tree was calculated at each frame by adding the lengths of all cells in the tree at that time point. The length of the cell at the first frame of the single-carboxysome tree was subtracted at each time point to normalize for differences in the starting length of each tree. All biomass generated by this carboxysome before the start of the single-carboxysome tree (i.e., when it was in other cells from previous generations with more carboxysomes) is not taken into account in the net productivity calculation. For aging trees, net productivity was fit to the following exponential decay function

\[ P(t) = A * (1 - e^{-t/k}) + b \]

where \( P(t) \) is net productivity at time \( t \), \( A \) is the maximum net productivity, \( k \) is the time constant, and \( b \) is the Y offset. The half-life of net productivity was then calculated by multiplying \( \ln(2) \) by the time constant \( k \).

All single-carboxysome trees were manually clustered into the growth, no-growth, and degradation clusters based on their shape. If the carboxysome lasted less than 13 hours in the single-carboxysome tree, it was instead clustered into the too-short cluster and ignored in all further analysis. Net productivity rates were calculated as the slope of the line of best fit to the data. For single-carboxysome trees in the degradation cluster, the growth phase and the no-growth phase were separated to calculate a net productivity rate for each. For aging single-carboxysome trees, the initial 10 frames were used to estimate their net productivity rates in Fig. 2G.

In Fig. 4C, the location of carboxysomes in each cluster was recorded manually. While the carboxysome position at each frame was computationally recorded, the GFP puncta often stopped being tracked in situ before it migrated to a cell pole, although it was clearly still visible by eye.

**Statistics**

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test was used in Fig. 1E. \( F \) value, 646.46; total degrees of freedom, 1368.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/6/19/eaba1269/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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